In this paper we determine all the weakly compact derivations of a nest algebra. We also obtain necessary and sufficient conditions in order that a nest algebra admit compact derivations. Finally we prove that every compact derivation of a nest algebra si is the norm limit of finite-rank derivations.
Let j/bea
Banach algebra and let X be a Banach -^module. By an A'-valued derivation of sf we mean a linear mapping 8: si-* _T with the property S (ab) = aS(b) + 8(a)b for all a g s/, b g â?. The derivation 8 is called compact if 5 is a compact operator between the Banach space si and _F, and weakly compact if S is a weakly compact operator from si to -T (i.e. S(j/i) is relatively weakly compact in X, where six is the unit ball of s/ [4] ). Let H be a complex Hilbert space, B(H) the algebra of all bounded operators on H and JT(H) = J_" the set of compact operators on H. In [7] Johnson and Parrott investigated derivations of a von Neumann subalgebra of B(H) with range contained in Jf. They proved that in most cases such derivations are implemented by a compact operator. The general result was recently obtained by Popa [8] who proved that this is the case for all von Neumann subalgebras of B(H). Such derivations are known to be weakly compact [1] .
On the other hand, in a series of papers [1, 9, 10] , C. A. Akemann, S. K. Tsui, and S. Wright have determined the structure of all compact and weakly compact -^valued derivations of a C*-algebra sf, and of all compact B(H) valued derivations of a C*-subalgebra of B(H).
In this note we determine the structure of all j#valued compact and weakly compact derivations of a nest algebra sf. In particular we prove that every compact derivation of a nest algebra si is the norm limit of finite rank derivations. We need the following result. Lemma 1 [6] . Let H be an infinite dimensional Hilbert space. If 8 is a compact derivation of B(H) then 8 = 0.
2. In this section we state and prove our results on nest algebras. Let J/T\ âS(H) be a complete nest of projections, i.e. a totally ordered set of orthogonal projections which is strongly closed. We denote by si the nest algebra alg./r= {a <E@(H)\pap = ap, p <eJ/\.
If J_"n B(H) is the set of compact operators on H let Jf (si) = sin X. It is known [5] that Jf(si) is ultraweakly dense in si. A simple consequence of this and the duality between compact operators, trace class operators and B(H) is the following.
Lemma 2. JT(si)** = si (where X(si)** denotes the bidualof X(si)).
We state now the analogue of [1, Theorem 3.1] for derivations of nest algebras. The preceding result gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a derivation of a nest algebra to be weakly compact. Further, (Theorem 8) we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a nest algebra to admit a nonzero compact derivation.
We need the following well-known (and easy to prove) result. Proof. The condition of the lemma implies dim pH = oo for all p g JT, p ¥= 0. Let 8 be a compact derivation of 8. By Theorem 3, 8 = ad(k) for some k g X(si). We consider the following two possibilities:
(a) There is p0 g JT, and £0 g (1 -p0)H, ||£0|| = 1 such that (k£0,èo) * 0 (here ( , > denotes the inner product in H). Let k£0 = X£0 + r¡0, where (¿0, i)0) = 0 and X * 0. Since dimp0iT = oo, let (f"}*_,, be an orthonormal family of that space. We consider the operators un: (1 -p0)H -» p0H defined by ""£.*"£".
"n[^o]x=o> « = i,2,....
By Lemma 4, u" € si, n -1,2,_Since ||m"|| = 1 for all n and 8 is compact, the sequence {8(u")} contains a (norm) convergent subsequence which will be denoted by {8(u")} too. On the other hand, 5("")¿o " kun¿0 -UMo = Wn -AL-Since k is compact and X ^ 0, this sequence does not contain any convergent subsequence. This contradiction shows that in this case k and so 8 must be equal to zero.
(b) (k£,£) = 0 for all f e (1 -p)H and all p&JT, p* 0. In this case (1 -p)k = 0 for all pe/ and since A {p g JT \ p * 0} = 0, it follows that k = 0 so 8 = 0.
We denote si* = {a* e B(H)\a e si}. Then si* is a nest algebra, and Latsi* = JTl■= (1 -p|p g A/}. Since /. is compact and {f"} is an orthonormal family, we have lim-^JIz.f-11 = 0.
Since ||m"|| = 1 for all n we also have lim m>B-,JK«" -"JWJI "* °.so To prove (2) we apply the preceding argument to si* and 1 -p0 (instead of si and q0 ). We now state our necessary and sufficient conditions for si to admit a nonzero compact derivation.
Theorem 9. Let si be a nest algebra and Ji= Lat si. The following are equivalent:
(1) si admits a nonzero compact derivation.
(2) There is a p G Ji, /z#0, with dim pH < oo and a q g Ji, q + 1, such that dim(l -q)H < oo.
Proof. (2) => (1) Indeed let k g pB(H)(\ -q)czsi. Then, it is easy to see that ad(/c) is a compact (actually a finite rank) derivation of si.
(1) => ( Then, since ad(/V) is a compact derivation of si, the sequence {(kun -unk)Ç}^l contains a norm convergent subsequence. But (kun -z."/c)f = -unkl = -£" so this sequence does not contain any convergent subsequence. This contradiction shows that p0zc(l -p0) = 0 and hence k = 0. Assume now that dim(l -q)H = oo for all q G Ji, q ¥= I. Then, the preceding argument applied to si * shows that si * does not admit nonzero compact derivations. By Lemma 6, si does not admit nonzero compact derivations and the proof of Theorem 9 is complete.
Theorem 10. Every compact derivation of a nest algebra si is the norm limit of finite rank derivations.
Proof. Let
Po -V { P e J*~ \dimpH < oo} and q0 = A {Q G -^ I dim(l -q) H < oo}.
Let also 8 = ad(/c), k G X(si), be a compact derivation of si. We first prove that k = p0k(\ -q0). We note that (1 -p0)k implements a compact derivation of the nest algebra (1 -p0)si(l -p0). If dimp0 < oo then Lat(l -p0)si(l -pQ) does not contain any finite dimensional projection, so by Theorem 9, (1 -p0)k = 0. If dim p0 = oo we have (1 -p0)k = 0 by Lemma 8(b). Hence k = p0k. A similar argument shows that k = k(\ -q0). From the definition of p0 (respectively q0) it follows that there exists a sequence {p"} c Ji, dimpnH < oo (respectively {<?"} g Ji, dim(l -q")H < oo) such that pn \ p0 (respectively q"iq0); of course, if dim p0H < oo (respectively dim(l -q0)H < oo), the sequence {/?"} (respectively {qn}) will be constant. Since k is compact, it follows that k = Pok(l -q0) = (norm) lim pnk(l -q").
n-* oo As obviously a.d(p"k(l -qn)) is finite rank the proof of Theorem 10 is complete.
